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Introduction 

Lanner's Local Landscape Character Assessment (LLCA) began in 

Summer/ Autumn 2016 as an ongoing project running in conjunction with the 

preparation of Lanner's Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

It has involved a group of volunteers deciding how best to divide the Parish 

into areas of similar distinctive characterist ics. Then each 'Landscape Type' has 

been looked at closely, with an unbiased assessment of its features being 

made. That includes, among others, topography, biodiversity, land use and 

history. 

It is hoped that a snapshot of the landscape as it stands now has been created, 

which will inform the new neighbourhood plan and future decisions the 

community makes regarding development. It is the f irst systematic overview 

of Lanner's environment and based on the results the community can form a 

strategy to prot ect and enhance where we live. 

This is the result of our efforts - in preparation of which we have all learned a 

great deal about our Parish and the unexpected diversity of landscapes it 

contains. 

The LLCA is in two parts. The first is a detailed description of each landscape 

type with explanatory maps. The second is an unofficial Appendix containing 

lots of photographs, additional information and extra bits too good to leave 

out. 

We hope you enjoy looking at it. Please let us know what you think by adding 

post-it notes liberally! 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 

CHARACTER TYPE North facing Steep Slope 

PARISH: 
Lanner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting Info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 

Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, 
upland, ridge, plateau 
Is there any water present? - estuary, 
river, fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
natural habitat? 
(land which Is not highly modified -
guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance 
from Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made 
of and do they support vegetation, If so 
describe the type of vegetation? Are there 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, 
farmland crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, Isolated farm 
buildings, isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland l ocated? 
In sheltered areas, In hollows, open 
landscape, lower lying land In undulating 
landscape. Are the trees nat ive? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1600 or before) 
What size are the fields - Small, 
medium, large, have hedges been 
removed and flied sizes Increased? 
What are the hedges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What Is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they 
heavily managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural 
land classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT:2016-
2017 
ASSESSOR: several 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

COUNCIL 

Steeply sloping, undulating. Curving around head of valley from south to west. Indented by side valleys (red 
landscape type). Tresavean Trail contours upper slopes with embankments and cuttings In places. 
Springs at high level. Wet area near Lanner Green tunnel along scrubby ditch, eventually draining through 
village. Flowing water audible, although not visible through undergrowth, after heavy rain and in winter. 

Yes, around old mine shafts in fields below Chapel Hill; scrub margins of fields and trail verges. Mineral trail ecological corridor. 
Deep man-made cutting (with ad its) has created small damp eco-system, deeply creviced rock face naturalized with ferns, mosses, 
lichens, liverworts. Undisturbed embankment walls above fields to south and west give opportunity for diversity. Evidence of 
badgers, foxes, rabbits, weasels, lizards, bats and owls. 
Areas behind and above the Lawn Cemetery, School Farm, Lannarth and parts (inaccessible) of Tresavean Farm appear un-managed 
semi-natural scrub. Steep banks rising behind School playing field at Bell Veor left uncut and 'natural'. 
Cornish stone hedges, well vegetated, many with good tree cover. Low walls to east nearer Tresavean with small ferns, mosses, 
bllberries. 
Bracken widespread, also montbretia, cotoneaster garden escapes. 

Well maintained productive grassland. Pasture, hay/haylage, horses, dressage. Cattle, chicken/egg production. Small farms at edge 
of village. Stables and smallholdings. Some small areas of neglected scrubby ground. Scattered residential properties. Some holiday 
accommodation. Plant nursery surrounded by shelter belt. World Heritage Site designated path overlooks village, small wooded 
valleys & fields- highly used and popular for recreation. Primary School playing field. 

Woodland mainly where slope meets settlement. Also follows boundaries with steep sided valleys(red). In places encloses and 
screens village. Mature native trees, sycamore, ash, holly, hawthom, hazel, elder. One yew where semi natural area around old 
mine shaft. Tall conifer shelter belt around nursery at lanner Hill and school playing field. 
Small to medium (medieval) field pattern. 
Cornish stone hedges. Well vegetated. East of Chapel Hill hedges lower and less vegetated, far less trees. Mostly hawthorn here. 
Otherwise copious holly, hawthorn, elder on hedge tops with grasses, bramble, ivy, many wild flowers. 
Higher up slopes trees are wind pruned. Large areas of blackthorn on Tresavean Trail. 
At field network known as the Rely Poly fields wide margins left inside hedges support good variety of vegetation, wild flowers, 
small mammals and birds. Rabbit warren. 
Hedges heavily managed In Chapel Hill area, flailing. 
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Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described In their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting info 

Transport 
pattern:
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting info 

Condition 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, Isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses I buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and Is It possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What is the character of the roads? 
What Is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are they straight, 
winding, with steep gradients? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic tree 
tunnels? 
Describe the public rights of way - In good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern stiles and slgnage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around it to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an Idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, local guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improveme nts could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is t h e area m a naged? 
The management of the land will directly Influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

Local knowledge 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Mainly scattered. Four small farms. Lannarth farmhouse a traditional Cornish longhouse. 
Tresavean farm, granite, traditional with a new build large house and cluster of outbuildings. 

COUNCIL 

Bell Veor contains two 19C granite cottages with modern extensive re-modelling and four new residential 
properties outside the village settlement boundary. About lOOyds separates old from new. 
Barn complex at Chapel Hill with extensive outbuildings, possible 1970s. No associated dwelling. 

Some early 20C larger residentia l properties scattered. Most of the more Imposing built with money sent 
from miners abroad. Imposing 19C granite house at Lanner Hill, now a plant nursery business. 
Single storey granite cottage with barns and small associated bungalow/chalet at base of Roly Poly fields. 

A393 at Lanner Hill runs along north edge of type as it travels east to west through the village. Pavement present. 
Minor very steep winding metalled Chapel Hill descends from south- wide verges and ditches low down, none higher. 
Popular Tresavean Trail (World Heritage Site) crosses near top of slope. Historic tramway well maintained. Contours 
head of valley from Tresavean mine to top of Lanner Hill. Substantial embankments, cuttings & two bridges over the very 
narrow valleys of Rough St and Lanner Green. 
Other rough tracks also lead to Tresavean. Designated FP at Roly Poly fields with unofficial paths having become 
established. Grid Ref 713395. Very well used. 
School Farm footpath well signed and maintained -Important stiles and wall steps at Lannarth. 
Footpath at Bell Lane, despite ancient stile, has become defunct Other Rights of Way well managed. 

Tresavean Trail, built In 1838, is designated part of World Heritage Com ish Mining Site. UNESCO ref 121S. Part of Mining 
Trails network linking to Great Flat Lode and Redruth & Chasewater Railway. Rural setting enhances attractiveness. 
Short re-laid length of track at east end of trail with interpretation board. Also top Chapel Hill & at tanner Hill end west. 
Two recent seats installed. 
Adits at Bell Vean cutting and capped shafts with plaque In Roly Poly field below embankment. 
Ancient granite step stiles. 

Tresavean Trail in good condition, suitable for wheelchair access etc. However this path used by off-road trail bikes 
illegally. Control of vehicles using Trail is needed, 

Roly Poly fields well maintained, though middle stile post unsteady. Land well farmed, as are fields either side of Lanner 
Green. 
Combination of the Tresavean Trail and surrounding open countryside of positive value recreatlonally and for wildlife. 

January 20 I 6 



COUNCIL 
Character Landscape reference guide Your landscape description 
Attribute Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Aesthetic and Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and undisturbed, High levels of tranquility despite proximity to A393 and village. Good levels of birdsong and strong 
sensory consider bird song, level of artificial noise, evidence of wildlife. Feeling of 'getting away from It all' as trails and footpaths surrounded by farmland 

How is the landscape experienced? exposed, Intimate, yet within easy reach and sight of the village. Beyond this 'type' the countryside seems less accessible. 
noisy (If so what Is the source what direction?) remote, Landscape open but feels protected. 
rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, uncluttered, Lower footpaths enclosed and sheltered from prevailing SW winds. 
sculptural Higher slope exposed and windswept at times. 
How will the experience of the area change through the Sense of continuity and history in the Roty Poly flelds area, which has been used as a recreational area 
seasons? by generations of villagers. 
What Is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Low light pollution. 

Supporting Info Local knowledge 

Distinctive Features which are not designated but are locally Important, could The Tresavean Trail, associated embankments, cuttings & bridges. 
features Include church tower, tree tunnels, distinctive tree(s) Tree tunnels on trail and School Farm footpath. 

on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, telecommunication Roly Poly Fields. 
masts, the local stone for construction, building types Prominent 'modern' barns at base of Chapel Hill. 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts Radio masts, two small wind turbines and domed water reservoir on skyline at Lanner Hill. 
Features will have their own setting (the space around it to allow Pennance Con sols engine house on skyline. 
you to appreciate the feature) record an idea of the scale of the Granite stiles, Bell Lane, Chapel Hill and School Farm. 
setting which would be Important to retain. 

Supporting Info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? Long views from Tresavean Trail east across open countryside towards south coast 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, hilltop, and From Chapel Hill to Pennance and earn Marth (summit, theatre quarry and Pennance Consols) 
what makes the view important From granite block 'seat' near Lanner Green tunnel views down village including Chapel, Chuch & Village 

Hall. 
Views e:ive context to Lanner's oosition at head of widenlnll east facinll vallev. 

Supporting info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing the . Predominance of established open fields/grassland 
assessment sheet . Mature linear hedges, well vegetated (trees a feature) 
Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this . Sense of unspoilt space/openness character type distinctive, what are its key characteristics . Lack of intrusive development 

Photographs Take representative photos of see Appendix, annotated and map referenced photographs. . the overall character of this landscape type . specific characteristics features of the landscape type . notable views and vistas . 
Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you were 
looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character Is the photograph 
Illustrating. 

Relationship to the There Is likely to be an area of transition between this East -abrupt change to post industrial landscape South- sudden change of gradient denotes change 
adjacent l andscape landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character in type 
character cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how West- abrupt at Lanner Hill 'saddle' and buil t up area lining A393 Three small steep narrow valleys 
type(s) the landscape changes between this character type and the incised into slope draining from higher plateau. 

adjacent, and any important relationships I links. # Distinct boundary with settlement to north & Lanner Hill where adjacent to A393. Type Is Important rural 
vista visible from A393 descending to village helping underpin Lanner's character and identitv 

January 20 16 



LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT- NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 
COUNCIL 

CHARACTER TYPE South facing Steep Slope 

PARISH: 
Lanne r 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 
Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, 
upland, ridge, plateau 
I s there any water present?- estuary, 
river, fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
n atural habitat? 
(land which is not highly modified
guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance 
from Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made 
of and do they support vegetation, If so 
describe the type of vegetation? Are there 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, 
farmland crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, isolated farm 
buildings, isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the w oodland located? 
In sheltered areas, In hollows, open 
landscape, lower lying land in undulating 
landscape. Are the trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1600 or before) 
What size are the fie lds - Small, 
medium, large, have hedges been 
removed and filed sizes Increased? 
What ar e the h edges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they 
heavily managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, C~ agricultural 
land classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT:2016-
2017 
ASSESSOR: sev eral 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 
Sloping steeply down from re-routed'Redruth & Chasewater Railway' which contours upper slopes of earn Marth 
to settlement boundary of Lanner. 
Uniformly steep gradients 
No permanent water, very prone to high level run-off after rain. 

Hedges dividing fields and along paths and bridleways mostly traditional Cornish stone, well vegetated. 
Strong evidence of native rtora and fauna, topped by good tree density lower down and sheltered. 
Tumbledown barns sustain bats and owls. Small copses of trees adjacent to bridlepath and good number of large gardens support 
biodiversity. 
Presence of network of footpaths with varied character, depending on exposure, from stone walls to high (6·8ft) Cornish banks. 
Small undisturbed meadows 

Japanese knotweed present at verge Pennance Road 

Some sporadic woodland but mostly pasture/grassland supporting horses, pigs, sheep. 

Small farms & smallholdings at edge of village predominate. Soil is thin and poor on higher slopes. 
Two short terraces of old miners cottages, occasional larger Victorian properties. 
Ribbon 1960s bungalow development along length of Penna nee Road bisects type. 
Some holiday accommodation. Area well used by walkers, cyclists, horse riders. 

!Tree cover Includes large specimens of Monterey pine and firs on open slopes and adjacent to bridlepath. Copse of 
non-native cryptomeria at Higher Pennance on bridlepath. Tree cover lower on hedges or following hedgerows, 
native sycamore, ash, holly, hawthorn and elder. On higher fields fewer trees, stunted, wlndpruned. 
No ancient woodland. 

~mall - medium field pattern, reclaimed enclosures. Smallest on higher slopes with granite low stone hedge/walls 
~sparse vegetation. 
Modern enlarging of some fields and disturbance to field pattern to accommodate vehicular movement for 
~questrian purposes. 
Mineral Trail contains banks with very large granite boulders Incorporated within. 
Connecting footpaths edged by high stone walls/hedges with very good tree cover and moss, ferns and lichen. 

January 2016 



Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described In their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting Info 

Transport 
pattern:
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting Info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting Info 

Condition 

Supporting Info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the l andscape are they 
Individual farm houses I buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and Is It possible to estimate 
when? 
What are th e distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What Is the character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - in good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern stiles and signage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sit es. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around it to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an Idea of the scale of the sett ing which 
would be important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, local guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements coul d be made 
to enhance the character of th e area? 
How is the area m anaged? 
The management of the land will directly influence the 
value of the available habitat for wi ldlife. 

Local knowledge 

COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Mostly along Pennance Road from west to east. 
Other scattered small dusters and outbuildings/barns 
Mixture of significant larger 19C granite built residential properties and traditional stone smaller 
farm dwellings. 
Short terraces of traditional Cornish mlners/quarrymens cottages, one being along Tram Lane 
denoting Importance of the Red ruth & Chasewater Railway as a focus of development. 
Infill ribbon development of 1960s bungalows, many extended and improved along Pennance Road 
Itself. A popular favoured location. 
Recent (since approx 2000) building of a few larger two storey modern houses, block built. 
Some holiday accommodation. 
Larger gardens are common. 

Penna nee Road, although classed as minor, contours across this type, a busy link between lanner Hill (A393) and 
Carharrack (east). It has dangerous bends, is narrow in places with no pavements. Traffic calming has been Introduced 
to reduce speed of vehicles approaching from east. Small unadapted lanes lead to clusters of houses. 
The Red ruth & Chasewater Railway, part of the Mining Heritage UNESCO World Heritage Site, has been re-routed from 
its original route parallel to Pennance Road to a new trail developed along an existing footpath higher up the slope. 
Reasonably well maintained but trail bikes use it illegally. Other well used footpaths link Pennance with the village below 
at several locations. Good examples of granite step stiles. Mostly In good condition with one exception below West 
Trevarth House. 

Route of the original Redruth & Chasewater Railway, running parallel to Pennance Road can be followed for 
a short distance along a footpath. Otherwise difficult to trace. A garage /shed has been built on It in one 
place. This original route is still part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site (see map Appendix). 
Site of old brickworks at Pennance, most evidence now lost under development either side of Pennance 
Road. 

Area appears tidy, well cared for. Footpaths generally stony and rough underfoot. In places water runoff 
has loosened stones and soli revealing small gulleys. The field systems angle steeply down allowing 
runoff to drain by natural Infil tration where not Interrupted by hard surfaces. 
A hedgerow has recent ly been removed at West Trevarth, being replaced by a post and wire fence and 
new gate opening. 
Some Cornish hedges/dry stone walls degraded, in need of repair. 
Original Redruth & Chasewater not being maintained as a historic asset. 

January 2016 



Character 
Attribute 
Aesthetic and 
sensory 

Landscape reference guide 

Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and undisturbed, 
consider bird song, level of artificial noise, 
How is the landscape experienced? exposed, Intimate, 
noisy (If so what Is the source what direction?) remote, 
rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, uncluttered, 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change through 
the seasons? 
What is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Supporting Info Local knowledge 

Distinctive 
features 

Features which are not designated but are locally Important, 
could Include church tower, tree tunnels, distinctive tree(s) 
on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, telecommunication 
masts, the local stone for construction, building types 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts 
Features will have their own setting (the space around It to 
allow you to appreciate the feature) record an Idea of the 
scale of the setting which would be important to retain. 

Supporting Info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, hilltop, 
and what makes the view important 

Supporting Info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing the 
assessment sheet 

Photographs 

Relationsh ip to the 
adjacent l andscape 
character type(s) 

Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this 
character type distinctive, what are its key characteristics 

Take representative photos of 
• the overall character of this landscape type 
• specific characteristics features of the landscape type 
• notable views and vistas. 

Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you were 
looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character Is the photograph 
Illustrating. 

There is likely to be an area of transition between this 
landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character 
cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how 
the landscape changes between this character type and the 
adjacent, and any Important relationships 1 links. # 

COUNCIL 
Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Fairly busy around Pennance Road, traffic constant. 
Away from here generally quiet, peaceful (although some unauthorized use of paths by trail 
bikes). 
Windswept upper slope due to elevation. Exposed to predominant SW wind . 
Many lower more sheltered areas between high Cornish hedges, tree lined meadows giving 
[Protection, 
feeling of enclosure. 

~ fairly 'cluttered' small scale landscape due to density of clusters of buildings/outbuildings. 
!Some light pollution, street lighting and from village below. 

Upper slopes retain some original distinctiveness as small scale rural landscape-granite walls with 
Incorporated boulders, stone stiles/gateposts. Rugged granite and openness predominant feature. 
Prominent large conifers, eg Fairview Farm 
Clusters and small terraces 19C granite mlners/quarrymens cottages, eg Sunnyside 
The Mineral Trail and Consols Engine House adjacent. 
Original course of Redruth & Chasewater Railway 

From open positions on Mineral Trail extensive views south across village to open country, Tresavean, 
Stithians Reservoir and Carnmenellis 
Southeast towards Falmouth district 
Give a sense of proportion and 'place' Lanner village within the wider landscape. 

• Steeply angled small field systems 
• Mixed ribbon development 
• Network of stony footpaths ascending/contouring hillside 
• The Mineral Trail 

see Appendix. 

Transition between wilder upland of Carn Marth and village below 
Field pattern changes abruptly to east Into 'lower level farmland'type 
Abrupt change of building density where abuts settlement boundary of village 
Western boundary at Lanner Hill 'saddle' and A393 

January 2016 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT- NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING I 

COUNCIL 

CHARACTER TYPE Steep Sided Valleys 

PARISH: 
Lanner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 
Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 

Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting lnfo 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, 
upland, ridge, plateau 
Is t here any water present?- estuary, 
river, fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Coundl mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
natural habitat? 
(land which Is not highly modified -
guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance 
from Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made 
of and do they support vegetation, If so 
describe the type of vegetation? Are there 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, 
farmland crops 
What is t h e l and used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, isolated farm 
buildings, isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland located? 
In sheltered areas, In hollows, open 
landscape, lower lying land in undulating 
landscape. Are the trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1600 or before) 
What size are the fields - Small, 
medium, large, have hedges been 
removed and fi led sizes increased? 
What ar e the hedges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What Is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they 
heavily managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural 
land classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT:2016-
2017 
ASSESSOR: several 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Narrow valleys draining from High Level Plateau 1. Rough Street 
Steep sided and steeply Inclined 2. Lanner Green 
Small fast flowing streams/small water 3. Tretharrup 
courses from springs, adits, col lects, marsh 4. Trethellan new pond man-made 

Pockets of semi-natural habitat all sites. Unmanaged woodland, scrub 1,2,4; wet woodland 3,4; small areas of 
marsh 3,4; steep high undisturbed banks 1,2,4. All contain Cornish granite hedges, walls supporting 
gorse,Jvy,brambles, bracken, mosses, grasses and wildflowers. 
Tunnel embankments 1 and 2; steep banks 4 support good vegetation, opportunities for small mammals and birds 
to thrive. 
Wet areas 3 and 4 may support amphibians and other species adapted to wetland. 
'Living Cemetery' at 1 very sheltered, garden of reflection a butterfly haven. 
Natural shelter within otherwise open landscape affords protection for areas of mature woodland, sycamore, ash, 
holly, horse chestnut (1), elm, beech. 
Dipper reported at 4 
Japanese knotweed, Himalayan Balsam, rhododendron, montbretia, winter heliotrope 

Primarily woodland abutted by steeply sloping small fields in places. Rough pasture, grazing. 
High banks, stony 
1. Church, cemetery, isolated residential properties. Road. Tunnel under trail. Equestrian business. 
2.1solated residential, lane, tunnel under trail, equine grazing, extensive collection old vehicles 
3. one residential property, large wooded garden, footpath crosses head valley 
4. Small hamlet, listed farmhouse/holiday complex, stable business, small-holding, sheep, goats 

Woodland in valley bottoms - more mature where most sheltered. Predominantly native, sycamore, ash with a 
few horse chestnut (1), elm (1) and beech (3 & 4). Pines (3 and 4). Large private gardens at 4 may contain 
other species. Good tree cover on hedges and along boundaries of steeply sloping small fields. 
Cornish hedges and banks, good vegetation buffer. Overgrown in summer. Also tunnel embankments at 1 and 2 
Undisturbed, shrubby thickets. 

Fields, 1, 2, 4 small tree-lined meadows, Cornish stone well vegetated hedges, upper valley hedges at 1 more 
rugged, lower, less trees. Mosses, lichens, small ferns. Not heavily managed. 

This landscape type Is far more densely tree covered than any other part of the parish. 

Jauuary2016 



Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described In their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting info 

Transport 
pattern :
highways and 
public rights of 
way {PROW) 

Supporting info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting info 

Condition 

Supporting Info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses I buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and is it possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front / rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What is the character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What Is the road 's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - in good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern stiles and slgnage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around it to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be Important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, local guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is the area managed? 
The management of the land will directly Influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

Local knowledge 

COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

1. Anglican Church - small 'much like a colonial mission church In appearance' as described by 
John Betjman. VIctorian, rendered stone. 20C Lychgate. Cluster residential buildings behind -two 
bungalows, stone buil t terrace of 2 dwellings. Three traditional Cornish farmhouses, lower, mid 
and upper valley. Two stone cottages, one much extended by trail tunnel. 
2. Stone cottage in field (derelict vehicles) New 2 storey concrete block built house, large gardens, 
Imposing late 19C house and grounds, two 1960s bungalows. 
3. Large Victorian house and valley garden. 
4. Small hamlet on edge of parish. Terrace traditional farm cottages, Grade 2 listed Georgian 
farmhouse with outbuildings providing holiday accommodation, large extended farmhouse and 
stables, new 2 storey dwelling on derelict site, concrete built, rendered, roof lights. 
Large enclosed gardens 
Early medieval settlement with water mill Uust out of parish) (151 recorded 1302) 

1. Minor road, moderately used. Steep gradient. Winding, very narrow in places between stone walls (mine shaft to one 
side). Lined by good density trees. Spring emerges from pipe to one side, is piped for lOOyds then becomes small stream 
at side of road. Wide verge, narrowing lower to stone gulley. 
2. Metalled access lane to last dwelling then becomes public Right of Way under tunnel, steeply inclined uphill. Rutted. 
Access up to Tresavean Trail from tunnel in bad repair. Stream from high springs emerges lower in gulley by lane. Flood 
mitigation work present concrete gulleys etc. 
3. Footpath crosses valley, difficult at boggy area where stream crosses under path from marshy ground above. Ad hoc 
stile. 
4. Minor winding road, lay-by at cottages. Lane to stables becomes steep bridlepath up valley. Eroded, suffers from 
water runoff and very muddy in winter. 

1. Medieval Cornish/Celtic crosses In Churchyard. Cemetery lychgate War Memorial 1914-18. Stone steps 
In wall leading to Lanner Green footpath. Substantial open stone-lined gutter draining stream. Adit Bell 
Vean mine at wide verge, metal grille, overgrown. Mid 19C stone tunnel supports Trail across valley. 
2. Cornish stone tunnel supports Tresavean Trail across valley. 
3. Substantial VIctorian dwelling built with Income from S African mining . 
4. Grade 2 listed Georgian farmhouse. Bridge & mill. 

1. Reasonable. Cemetery & Churchyard well maintained. Tram tunnel appears In good condition. 
Occasional fly-tipping on verge lower. 
2. Collection derelict cars in meadow. Fields, hedges, fences, walls appear In good condition. Concrete 
stormwater drainage works In and by tunnel In good order. Large ash tree growing from stonework of 
tunnel. Steps to Tresavean Trail poor. Footpath higher needs attention, eroded. 
3. Difficult to assess as privately owned valley. Footpath difficult over wall stile at stream crossing. 
4. Buildings & properties well maintained. Attention to brldlepath needed where gorse roots are eroding 
hedges. 

J811\IDI'Y 2016 



Character 
Attribute 
Aesthetic and 
sensory 

Landscape reference guide 

Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and undisturbed, 
consider bird song, level of artificial noise, 
How is the landscape experienced? exposed, intimate, 
noisy (If so what Is the source what direction?) remote, 
rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, uncluttered, 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change through 
the seasons? 
What Is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at n ight? 

Supporting info Local knowledge 

Distinctive 
features 

Features which are not designated but are locally Important, 
could Include church tower, tree tunnels, distinctive tree(s) 
on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, telecommunication 
masts, the local stone for construction, building types 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts 
Features will have their own setting (the space around It to 
allow you to appreciate the feature) record an Idea of the 
scale of the settinq which would be important to retain. 

Supporting info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local 
knowledge 

Views Are the.re any important vantage points? 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, hilltop, 
and what makes the view Important 

Supporting info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing the 
assessment sheet 

Photographs 

Relationship to the 
adjacent landscape 
character 
type(s) 

Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this 
character type distinctive, what are its key characteristics 

Take representative photos of 
• the overall character of this landscape type 
• specific characteristics features of the landscape type 
• notable views and vistas. 

Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you were 
looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character is the photograph 
Illustrating. 

There is likely to be an area of transition between this 
landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character 
cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how 
the landscape changes between this character type and the 
adjacent, and any important relationships 1 links. # 

COUNCIL 
Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Generally quiet & peaceful. Plenty of blrdsong. Occasional cars passing and farm traffic. Distant 
traffic noise from A393 and village at 1 and 2. 
Enclosed, Intimate landscapes sheltered from predominant SW winds. Feeling of remoteness 
particularly 3 and 4 
More verdant in spring/summer but rural nature, density of trees and bubbling sound of flowing 
water calming and enjoyable al l year. 
In winter and after heavy rain steep bridleways, footpaths can become waterlogged and surfaces 
eroded. Contrast when descending valleys after exposure at higher level more evident in winter. 
Very low or no light pollution 

Two Tunnels under the Mineral Trail- sites of historic importance {UNESCO World Heritage) since 2006, 1,2 
Cornish stone/granite walls, hedges and gateposts 1,2,4 
'Sunken' lanes with very high banks either side 2,4 
Tree tunnels 1,3,4 
Mature tall horse chestnut and elms 1 and beeches 3,4 

1. From top of valley unspoilt vista east 
2. From top of valley to Cam Marth and NE towards Roseland & St Austell 
3. From gateway in lane to Treviskey, Trevarth and beyond 
4. From bridlepath descending to picturesque farmhouse and tree tunnel 

• Short, steepsided, steeply inclined terrain 
• Fast flowing small streams 
• Mature establish ed woodland 
• Sheltered 'oases' on edge of w ilder upland 

::,ee Appendix. 

These 4 valleys are almost dramatically separate from the higher upland and to the areas of 
farmland to either side. Very narrow and appear deeper because of their enclosure. Visually 
and physically separated from the surrounding land until opening and widening, being absorbed 
into the wider landscape (village 1,2; floodplain 3 and open farmland 4) 

January 2016 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING I 

COUNCIL 
CHARACTER TYPE Granite Upland D5»m e 

PARISH: Lanner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 
Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, upland, 
ridge, plateau 
Is there any water present? - estuary, river, 
fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
natural habitat? 
(land which is not highly modified - guidance 
from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made of 
and do they support vegetation, if so describe 
the type of vegetation? Are there any wet 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, farmland 
crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, Isolated far m 
buildings, isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland located? 
In sheltered areas, rn hollows, open landscape, 
lower lying land in undulating landscape. Are 
the trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1600 or before) 
What size are the fields - Small, medium, 
large, have hedges been removed and filed 
sizes increased? 
What are the hedges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they heavily 
managed or overgrown. 

OS Mapj aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural 
land classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT: 
2016-2017 
ASSESSOR: several 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Granite 'boss' to north of Lanner village settlement. 235m at trig point. Large expanse of rounded upland 
(Cornubian batholith, part of Carnmenellis intrusion). Steep slopes to south, more gentle to north, east and 
west. Exposed, elevated. 
Flooded quarry, two abandoned large quarries. Small springs at tlmes, marshy areas. 'Figgy Dowdy's Well' 

Mainly rough heathland (near Trig Point). Scrub, bracken. Sparse areas of stunted deciduous trees amongst 
rough pasture/permanent grazing . Areas of low level scrub spreading. 
Hedging from medieval to modern, all using local stone/granite. Many small fields enclosed with low 'dry stone' 
walls. 
Good levels of wild flowers, heathers, hawthorn, blackthorn and scrub oak. A haven for birds, amphibians, 
small mammals. 
Disused quarry to north (Holmans) contains area of scrubby woodland of medium height, also extensive marshy 
wet ground- a rare habitat? Amphitheatre quarry to south also has good wet areas and some ' rush pasture'. 
See species list in Appendix compiled 2011. 
Flooded quarry near summit In semi-natural rocky surroundings. 

Has status as being of 'Special landscape Significance' 
Scrub, moor/heathland, gorse and bracken. Ung & bell heather. 
Rough permanent pasture on thin acid soils. Grazing- horses & ponies, pigs, lamas, sheep, poultry. 
Disused quarries - Holmans and Amphitheatre- and open accessible summit area highly used for recreation. Walking, 
horse riding, cultural (open air productions), fishing. 
Small farms and isolated residential properties. Two domestic scale wind turbines. Pennance Consols engine house 

Large areas of upland rough ground 
Sparse woodland, scrub thickets of birch, elder, scrub oak goat willow and alder colonising quarries north and 
south side and some shelter belt trees on lower slopes to southwest. Few native, leylandli hedging. 
Very few trees at higher elevation, wind sculpted and stunted, hawthorn, scrub oak. 

Small - medium field pattern. Dry stone granite hedges mostly with some Cornish hedges lower where more 
sheltered . 
Some management of hedges along footpaths. 
Good buffer along some hedges and all footpaths. 

January 20 16 



Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described in their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting Info 

Transport 
pattern:
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting Info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting info 

Condition 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses 1 buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and Is It possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What is the character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - In good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern stiles and slgnage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, focal knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around It to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an Idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be Important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, local guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is the area m anaged? 
The management of the land will directly influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

Local knowledge 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Scattered small Isolated farmhouses/smallhold lngs with associated farm buildings north side. 
A few derelict cottages being used for storage of fodder. 

COUNCIL 

Three prominent large granite houses (early 20C?) southwest side, one 60s? bungalow, 19C mine Count 
House. 
Two farms southwest with clusters of outbuildings (more fertile land this side), cottages with smallholdlngs 
along earn Marth Lane. 
Large gardens, shelter hedging. 

Pennance Consols Engine House, granite with brick chimney owned and maintained by Cornwall Council. 
The only Intact engine house remaining In the parish. 

No metalled roads 
Access from A393 by rough unadapted track to dwellings on south side. Continues over earn as 
bridiepath and to Mineral Trail near Pennance Consols. 
Rough rutted stony track to summit. The Mineral Trail contouring the hillside to the south forms a natural 
boundary with the slopes below. 
Tracks lead north to Holmans Quarry and towards St Day. 
Most paths are regularly used but some remain unmarked & overgrown (eg path ref 216/2/2). 
Many paths are being constant ly eroded, eg section of concrete surface above Pennance Consols. This Is a 
relic of the quarrying operations nearby. 
Signage Is visible and In good order. 

Ancient Iron Age burial Site recorded on summit. All traces removed by later land use and disturbance and 
no reference exists on site. earn Marth was once used as a beacon site due to Its prominence. 
Manorial stone markers (medieval?) around hill 
Figgy Dowdy's Well - a natural spring below the amphitheatre quarry 
Pennance Consols engine house 
Drilling holes at Holmans -part of history of deep rock mining development In area. 

Surfaces of all tracks, bridleways and footpaths are constantly being degraded and eroded by usage and 
exposure to elements. Unauthorised off-road trail bikes use tracks frequently. Bollards restricting access 
beyond certain points need replacing. 
Accessible land well managed by a Trust. Bracken has been sprayed. Grazing land appears reasonably 
well cared for. 
Encouragement of lowland heath would Improve character and habitat, helping control reversion to scrub. 

January 2016 



Character 
Attribute 
Aesthetic and 
sensory 

Landscape reference guide 

Describe the level of t.ranquillity, calm and undisturbed, 
consider bird song, level of artificial noise, 
How is the landscape experienced? exposed, Intimate, 
noisy (If so what is the source what direction?) remote, 
rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, uncluttered, 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change through the 
seasons? 
What Is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Supporting info Local knowledge 

Distinctive 
features 

Features which are not designated but are locally Important, 
could Include church tower, tree tunnels, distinctive tree(s) 
on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, telecommunication 
masts, the local stone for construction, building types 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts 
Features will have their own setting (the space around It to 
allow you to appreciate the feature) record an Idea of the scale 
of the setting which would be important to retain. 

Supporting Info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local 
knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, hilltop, and 
what makes the view important 

Supporting Info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing the 
assessment sheet 

Photographs 

Relationship to the 
adjacent landscape 
character 
type(s) 

Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this 
character type distinctive, what are its key characteristics 

Take representative photos of 
• the overall character of this landscape type 
• specific characteristics features of the landscape type 
• notable views and vistas. 

Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you were 
looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character Is the photograph 
Illustrating. 

There Is likely to be an area of transition between this 
landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character 
cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how 
the landscape changes between this character type and the 
adjacent, and any important relationships I trnks. # 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

A rugged wild quality. Exposed, windswept, elemental. 
In places an exploited post industrial landscape. 

COUNCIL 

On calm/summer days very peaceful - a place people go to escape the hurty burly - feeling of 
remoteness, birdsong evident. 
Often windy as open to all directions which can be noisy and forceful. Inhospitable, wild & bleak 
In winter or in bad weather. 
Sometimes distant traffic noise from A393/Sandy Lane or A30, but minimal. 
The 'lake', although man-made adds to the wild unspollt character. 

Quarries- Amphitheatre (visible for many miles from the south) Trig Point 
Holmans - a valuable habitat for wi ldlife 
Flooded quarry, small deep lake 

Granite hedges, walls, paths and bedrock exposed In some places 

Dlarama - panoramic viewpoint feature Manorial Boundary stones Pennance Consols 
Powerllnes, 2 small wind turbines, Four Lanes mast & Carn Brea on distant skyline 

Whole hilltop an important vantage point. Panoramic unique views from west (Carn Brea) to north coast (St 
Agnes Beacon, Trevose Head), across mid Cornwall (Delabole to clay country St Austell), south coast 
(Roseland/Dodman Head to Falmouth/Pendennis) and across to southwest (Rame, Stithians, carnmenellis). 
Closer views to Gwen nap and St Day mining areas and Lanner itself. 

• A prominent hill overlooking and In close proximity to village, a landmark 
• Height, exposure & bulk 
• Open accessible upland 

f:>ee Appendix. 

LandscapeType continues out of Parish boundary to north and east. West it abuts A393 with its 
ribbon development Inside the settlement boundary and this is where most dwellings are 
situated. Boundary to south contours east from Lanner Hill adjoining the 'North facing Steep 
Slope' type below the Mineral Trail. The transitional distance either side approx 15-20metres. 

January 2016 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 

CHARACT ER TYPE : High l evel Plateau 

PARISH: l a nner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 

Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, 
upland, ridge, plateau 
Is there any water present? - estuary, 
river, fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
natural habitat? 
(land which is not highly modified - guidance 
from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What ele ments of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made 
of and do they support vegetation, If so 
describe the type of veqetatlon? Are there 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What Is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, farmland 
crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, isolated farm 
buildin~s. isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland located? 
In sheltered areas, in hollows, open 
landscape, lower lying land In undulating 
landscape. Are the trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1600 or before) 
What size are t he fields - Small, 
medium, large, have hedges been removed 
and filed sizes Increased? 
What a re the hedges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What Is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they heavily 
managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural 
land classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT: 
201 6 - 2 017 
ASSESSOR: El 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

COUNCIL 

Elevated upland. Undulating, gently sloping southeast from highest point In west (233m) to parish boundary 
east (161m). Dropping suddenly north to village. Very exposed in all directions. 
ln northwest forming watershed between drainage to north and south coasts at Lanner Hill. 
Areas of marshy poorly drained open upland. 

Small - medium fields, mainly permanent pasture. Unimproved meadow In valley at Carvannel, good variety wile 
flowers. Small area of original rough heathland unimproved In west (Trewirgle Downs). 
Cornish granite hedges topped with hawthorn, gorse, blackthorn, wind-pruned oaks where more sheltered, 
particularly In lanes to south. Hedges/walls support mosses, lichens, ferns, brambles, bracken and road verges 
wi ld f lowers,(foxglove, stltchwort, clover, cow parsley, campion). Birds identified include barn owl, buzzards, 
kestrels, stonechats, linnets, swallows. 
Inaccessible marshy area In south of parish from which Trethellan stream rises. Good area of native habitat. 

Patches of Japanese knotweed where path emerges on farm track south of Great Flat Lode, also re-emerging at 
control site Chapel Hill. 

Mostly exposed open grassland. Upland pasture. Permanent grazing. A few low granite outcrops. Improved 
pasture to southeast where land slightly lower and fields larger, approx 2-3 acres. No arable. 
Isolated farms and smallholdlngs, some holiday accommodation. Touring caravan site & boarding kennels at 
Churchi ll. Allotments at Treveth. Commercial vehicle operation at Penstruthal. Hens and egg business at 
Ivy Corner. 
Covered reservoir, radio masts, band/scout rooms and B & B business. 

No ancient woodland. Very few trees. Some shelter belt planting of conifers around isolated dwellings and 
caravan park. 
Areas of scrub around some hedge margins and corners of fields. 
Large areas of regenerating mine spoil (covered In separate type). 
Fields vary from small enclosures of rough grazing on highest land to medium and large on lower better soils to 

southeast. 
Hedges have been removed In one or two places creating the largest fields. Here there are electric fences within 
low granite hedges. 
Many Cornish hedges, poorly vegetated (gorse, grasses and some wind pruned small trees, blackthorn, stunted 
oak, hawthorn). Along some footpaths hedges more vegetated with wild flowers where sheltered. 
Some hedges are degrading badly through poor management and gorse roots dislodging stones/soil. 
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Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described m their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting Info 

Transport 
pattern:
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting Info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting info 

Condition 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, Isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses I buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and is it possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What is the character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What Is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - In good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modem stiles and signage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there d esignated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around it to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an Idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be Important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, local guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is the area managed? 
The management of the land will directly Influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

Local knowledge 

COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Isolated small farmhouses/cottages. Mostly traditional stone build with modern extensions/improvements 
and outbuildings. Some In a degraded state. Ad hoc development of Improved farmhouses, timber chalet. 
Sporadic proliferation of temporary structures; shipping containers, lorrybacks and caravans presumably 
utilised ancil lary to established smailholdlngs. 
Distinctive red tin bam at Carvannel Farm. Smail hamlet at Ivy Corner - a traditional Cornish longhouse, 
duster of cottages, one bungalow and allotments, two semidetached houses - probably a previous mining 
settlement. 
Hamlet at West Tretharrup based around farmhouse - grade 2 listed farm building. 
Block built 60's? bungalow and outbuildings. 
Grade 2 listed Chapel Hill Farm, vernacular style, some improvements. 

Minor roads linking 63297 south to Stlthlans, southeast to Gwennap, north to Lanner and Redruth. No 
pavements, some ditches and verges. No steep gradients, winding following hedge boundaries In places. 
Unadapted track to scattered properties at Deep Lane connects with 63297 at Four Lanes. 
Many footpaths are maintained adequately but some are in poor condition where not regularly used and 
overgrown stiles neglected. Good examples of coffen stiles at Middle Tretharrup. 
Use of bridlepaths by horse riders keeps these clear and in reasonable condition, although can be muddy 
and 'ploughed up' when wet. 
Slgnage of footpaths poor In places. 

One 'tumulus' on private land at Trewlrgle Downs Indicated on O.S. map. Several? Bronze Age barrows
no public access. 
Widespread evidence of former mining, prospecting pits and Open Works at Trewlrgle Downs 
Roman Road at Penstruthal (used for tin transport and possible continuation of Rough St pilgrims route?) 
Medieval boundary stone at Deep Lane 
Medieval origin settlements of Tretharrup, Menergwidden and Carvannel. 

Mixed, much well maintained but extensive bracken showing fields not well managed or farmed properly. 
Dumping of old machinery, fly-tipping In ditches and lay-by. 
Landscape not conventionally pretty which may affect attitudes. Mine waste areas contribute to this 
Impression. 
Better managed where farming more productive In southeast. 
Degrading of hedges along some bridlepaths where gorse roots and bracken are dislodging stones. 
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COUNCIL 

Character Landscape reference guide Your landscape description 
Attribute Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Aesthetic and Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and undisturbed, Away from road this Is a quiet area. Traffic noise minimal. Some farm activity. 
sensory consider bird song, level of artificial noise, Often very windy as it is exposed and open to poor weather from all directions. 

How is the landscape experienced? exposed, intimate, Gives impression of remoteness and isolation as out of sight of built up areas. 
noisy (If so what is the source what direction?) remote, Less 'raw' in the summer months, good levels of birdsong and much quieter than well used areas 
rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, uncluttered, closer to village. 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change through Predominant wind SW 

the seasons? 
What Is the predominant wind direction? Very row light pollution. 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Supporting Info Local knowledge 

Distinctive Features which are not designated but are locally Important, Unmanaged areas of mine waste interspersed in landscape. Covered In separate 'type' 
features could include church tower, tree tunnels, distinctive tree(s) Granite gateposts and stiles. 

on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, telecommunication Radio masts and covered dome reservoir Lanner Hill 
masts, the local stone for construction, building types Red tin barn 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts Old miners tracks 
Features will have their own setting (the space around It to Monkey puzzle tree at Ivy Corner. 
allow you to appreciate the feature) record an Idea of the scale 
of the setting which would be Important to retain. 

Supportinq info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local 
knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? Far reaching from many spots. Lay-by on Stlthians road good vantage point east and south towards 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, hilltop, St Austell, Roseland, Falmouth and Stlthians. 
and what makes the view important Brow of hill at boundary of type west gives vista of Carn Brea, North Coast, St Agnes Beacon and 

over Redruth. 
Trewirgie Downs to Cam Marth 

Supporting info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing the . Exposed upland 
assessment sheet . Irregular field systems 
Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this . Patches of unmanaged regenerating ground 
character type distinctive, what are Its key characteristics . Network of miners tracks 

Photographs Take representative photos of ~ee Appendix. . the overall character of this landscape type . specific characteristics features of the landscape type . notable views and vistas . 
Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you were 
looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character is the photograph 
Illustrating. 

Relationship to the There is likely to be an area of transition between this This landscape type extends out of the parish to north, west and south. 
adjacent landscape landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character Bordered to northeast by marked steepening of slopes down to Lanner village. Almost an 
character cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how escarpment edge giving an obvious change in type. Area also blends Into disused mine area of 
type(s) the landscape changes between this character type and the Tresavean at Middle Tretharrup. Very abrupt change from fields to semi-natural and derelict 

adjacent, and any important relationships /links. # space. 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 

CHARACTER TYPE : Derelict Mine Areas 

PARISH: Lanner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting Info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting Info 
Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, 
upland, ridge, plateau 
I s there any water present? - estuary, 
river, fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
natural habitat? 
(land which Is not highly modified - guidance 
from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made of 
and do they support vegetation, If so 
describe the type of veqetation? Are there 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, farmland 
crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, isolated farm 
buildin~s, isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland located? 
In sheltered areas, in hollows, open 
landscape, lower lying land in undulating 
landscape. Are the trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1500 or before) 
What size are the fields - Small, medium, 
large, have hedges been removed and flied 
sizes Increased? 
What are the hedges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What Is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they heavily 
managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural 
land classification 

COUNCIL 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT 2017 

ASSESSOR: EL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Many small areas of disturbed or derelict land from earlier mining activity. Abandoned mine workings, some 
dating from 17C dotted across plateau landscape. 
Short stretch of Great Flat Lode Trail includes this landscape. 
Uneven low hlllocks,deep depressions, small seasonal ponds becoming marsh In summer. 

Semi-natural habitat established since mining activity ceased 100+ years ago. Unimproved but very slowly 
regenerating. Hummocks of bare rocky earth, little vegetation. Red oxidizing acid soils. Extensive areas of 
scrub and low trees, holly and sallow interspersed with heathers, whortleberrles, gorse and bracken. Some low 
stone walls (granite) support mosses,liverworts ferns. 
Marshy hollows and temporary ponds support reeds, rushes, yel low flag Iris, mosses, amphibians and many birds. 
Observed flocks of starlings, linnets; swallows and swifts. Foxes, rabbits, lizards, adders. 
Some areas where heathland plants are recolonlslng e.g. ling, lousewort, mllkwort, heath speedwell. 
Extensive areas of blackthorn thicket. 
Japanese knotweed evident sporadically. 

Garden escapes - montbretia, cotoneaster, llbertia, hydrangea, buddleia. Area obviously used for dumping of 
waste topsoil. 

Scrub. Wild, unimproved mine waste, spoil heaps, depressions, shafts (capped). Small areas of lowland 
heath type vegetation attempting to colonise. 
A few areas not accessible as privately owned. Some flattening and clearing of scrub areas, now used for 
storage of bales, machinery. 
Offroad tracks developing In places. Evidence of organized events. Recreational use by walkers, riders, 
cyclists at Great Flat Lode and some recreational use elsewhere. 

Land unsuitable for most agricultural use. Contamination Issues. 
In hollows, scrubby native thickets of blackthorn, holly, hawthorn, stunted oak. 

No fields. 

Bounded in several sites by low stone walls, In others by more traditional Cornish hedges and in others buffered 
by stretches of unmanaged vegetation. Fields abut directly with no separation In a few sites. 
These areas are In the main total ly neglected and unmanaged. However this is contributing to their 
regeneration by native species and value as potential wildlife habitats. 
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Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described In their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting Info 

Transport 
pattern:
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting info 

Condition 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
I ntermittent clusters, scattered, Isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses 1 buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and Is it possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What is t he character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What Is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - in good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern stiles and slgnage, and 
what is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around it to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an Idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be Important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, loC<JI guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is the area managed? 
The management of the land will directly Influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

LoC<JI knowledge 

COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

None extant. 
Some evidence of ruins, engine house walls covered in Ivy and crumbling. Dressing floors etc. 
Granite walls rim capped shafts. 

Some small settlements in surrounding plateau may owe their existence to these former mine 
sites, now small holdings and small farms. 

Footpaths, brldleways and miners tracks between old stone walls skirt mine remains. 

At Penstruthal evidence of paved track which has been In use as a route to and from various mines and Is 
possibly part of an ancient pilgrims way. 

Fragment of track of Red ruth & Chasewater Railway on waste land at Lanner Hill. 

Track at Brewer Farm bisects an area of regenerating mine waste and Is a good place to investigate flora 
& fauna. This Is the upper part of bridlepath to Trethellan. 

Crossing of Redruth & Chasewater and Tresavean/Hayle Railways near top of Lanner Hill form part of the 
UNESCO Mining Heritage area. 
As above, paved lane at Penstruthal. 
Evidence of former mining activity widespread but well hidden in undergrowth and vegetation. 
Old Men's Workings - pits excavated, since exposed by weathering - Penstruthal. 
Sites of early tin 'bounds' markers of claims 

These small areas of re-vegetating spoil heaps and wet hollows are unmanaged and semi-wild. As a 
consequence they may support many species. There may be close enough areas with linking countryside 
between for wildlife to travel between. 
Several sites would benefit from removal of scruffy farm detritus/freezers etc. They are obvious dumping 
grounds. 

The listed conical roofed powder house at Penstruthal Farm is no longer visible/possibly demolished? 
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Character 
Attribute 
Aesthetic and sensory 

Landscape reference guide 

Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and 
undisturbed, consider bird song, level of artificial noise, 
How is the landscape experienced? exposed, 
Intimate, 
noisy (if so what is the source what direction?) 
remote, rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, 
uncluttered, 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change 
through the seasons? 
What is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Supporting info Local knowledge 

Distinctive features Features which are not designated but are locally 
important, could Include church tower, tree tunnels, 
distinctive tree(s) 
on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, 
telecommunication masts, the local stone for 
construction, building types 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts 
Features will have their own setting (the space around 

Supporting info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local 
knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, 
hilltop, and what makes the view important 

Supporting info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing 
the assessment sheet 

Photographs 

Relationship to the 
adjacent landscape 
character type(s) 

Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this 
character type distinctive, what are its key characteristics 

Take representative photos of 
• the overall character of this landscape type 
• specific characteristics features of the landscape 
type 
• notable views and vistas. 

Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you 
were looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character Is the 
photograph 
There Is likely to be an area of transition between this 
landscape character type and the adjacent one. 
Character cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make 
note here of how 
the landscape changes between this character type and 
the adjacent, and any important relationships I links. # 

COUNCIL 
Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Quiet and undisturbed except where adjacent to roads or used for bike scrambling etc. 
An Interesting contrast to the surrounding farmland with very different qualities. 
Very good levels of birdsong. Peaceful, Interesting places to wander although not all are 

accessible. 
rncorporated into the greater landscape well, no visual 'jarring'. 
Position on high level plateau so exposed to all kinds of weather but surprisingly sheltered and 
Intimate in hollows. 
Predominant wind SW 
No light pollution 

Artificial hillocks and wet hollows 
Wild overgrown vegetat ion amongst fields 
Low degraded stone walls 
Connecting miners t racks 

From Great Aat Lode and associated hillocks northwest to earn Brea and the north coast St Agnes 
area . 
Across heathland of Lanner Hill to earn Marth. 
Other sites enclosed and Intimate, views of surrounding plateau 

• Scattered rural post industrial mining remnants 
• Transitional acid loving plant colonization 
• Localised micro climates in sheltered depressions 

~ee Appendix. 

rn some ways similar to High Level Plateau which surrounds them. 
Adjoining field systems meet wild areas virtually without Interruption except by low walls in 
places. 
Footpaths link to village and wider district. 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 
COUNCIL 

CHARACTER TYPE : Post Industrial Landscape 

PARISH: Lanner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 
Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, 
upland, ridge, plateau 
Is there any w ater present?- estuary, 
river, fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi 
natural habitat? 
{land which is not highly modified - guidance 
from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species ( guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made of 
and do they support vegetation, if so 
describe the type of vegetation? Are there 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old 
photos, local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, 
mudflats, grassland, moorland, farmland 
crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, isolated farm 
buildings, isolated residential properties, 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland located? 
In sheltered areas, In hollows, open 
landscape, lower lying land in undulating 
landscape. Are the trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed 
continuously since 
1600 or before) 
What size are the fields - Small, medium, 
large, have hedges been removed and filed 
sizes Increased? 
What are the hedges made of? - Cornish 
hedge (stone) 
What Is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they heavily 
managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural 
land classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT 
2016-2017 
ASSESSOR: various 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Steeply sloping up, gradually leveling to undulating higher ground 
Two ponds, one permanent, one seasonal; spring and areas of marshy ground 
Whole type affected by deep mining and subsequent landscaping and capping around 1991. 
This described by archaeologists as 'hopefully the last scorched earth project'. 

Extensively contaminated areas, relatively undisturbed. Thin acid peaty soils support pockets of regenerating 
lowland heath (heather, ling, whortleberrles, mllkwort, lousewort, thrift, mosses, lichens, liverworts). Areas of 
low- medium scrub (goat willow, alder, gorse, stunted oak, hawthorn, broom, blackthorn, rowan). Copses of 
taller trees In hollows and sheltered slope (sycamore, ash, elder, birch). Shafts support bats. 
Stone walls enclosing site at west (stonecrop, maidenhair spleenwort, lichens, mosses). Small ponds and 
marshy areas (Flag Iris, pondweed, frog spawn, Insects). See species list In Appendix 
Wide variety of animals - foxes, badgers, rabbits, kestrels, warblers, swallows, lizards, butterflies. 
Wild flowers becoming established on lower slopes with bramble, nettles etc. 
Extensive plantation of Japanese knotweed on privately owned land within type and outcropping elsewhere. 
Garden escapes - cotoneaster (colonislng widely), montbretia, buddleia, bamboo, lonicera nitida 

Scrub, heath, small areas of woodland. Large areas of eroded bare mine waste. Small shallow quarry. 
Footpaths (Tresavean Trail ends at west of site), recreational use by walkers, horse riders, evidence of use 
by off-road trail bikes. National Grid Distribution station (on site of old stamps engine), double fenced and 
secure. Small settlement to east and one house on western boundary below Tresavean Trail where the land 
is being used for vehicle/plant storage with many outbuildings and temporary structures. 

Mainly stunted sessile and common oak on open area of plateau to SW; willow, alder, blackthorn thicket below 
electricity station and larger area of taller trees Including sycamore and ash on sheltered steep northeast slope. 
Many areas of scrub, gorse etc spread across site and one yew. Evidence of planting of birch plantation on 
plateau. Many discarded t ree protectors, not many healthy trees. 

No fields, this Is purely an area of disturbed, broken land . 

Paths leading to Tresavean have some traditional Cornish hedges but poorly vegetated, particularly from the 
countryside south. 
Degraded stone walls where enclosures may have existed in the past. Stone wall enclosing site to west In good 
condition. 
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Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described In their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting Info 

Transport 
pattern:
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting Info 

Condition 

Supporting Info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses I buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and Is It possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What Is the character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What Is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - in good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern stiles and slgnage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around It to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an Idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be Important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, loCiJI guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is the area managed? 
The management of the land will directly influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

Local knowledge 

COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Isolated terrace of two small cottages (detached garage) accessed by east track. Local vernacular miners 
dwellings, some extended, modem porches/conservatories. Small enclosed gardens behind low walls. One 
stone built rendered house nearby within large gardens abutting woodland. A smallholding with extensive 
outbuildings and enclosures. 
A traditional miners cottage on western boundary, much extended and modernized, large conservatory. 
Prominent in the landscape with many non traditional prefabricated outbuildings spreading throughout 
curtilage. Large greenhouse. 
Boundary of high wooden fence to south,earth bunds to north. 
Remnants of old engine house foot of northern slope, 
Roofless shell of workshop or similar, local stone and degraded concrete. 

No roads. Public Rights of Way criss-cross site. Main track, stony and unmetalled, accesses electricity 
station from SW. Plenty of rough stony (some difficult to walk on) tracks give access from other 
directions. Steep and winding up from east end of village, relatively level from countryside east. 
The Tresavean Trail ends at west with a short section of track and granite setts with an Interpretation 
board. 
Footpaths and miners tracks converge on Tresavean, showing It s Importance as a past workplace. 
Some Incursions Into the recovering landscape are being established by off-road bikes and vehicles. 

Whole site of heritage Importance. Mine active from 1770-1928 (copper and tin production). 2"" deepest 
shaft In Cornwall, 2660ft and is where the 'man-engine' was first used In the County (instead of 
ladders).Most evidence has been removed/demolished. 
Peppered with mine shafts, all capped, one engine house In poor repair remains. 
Remains of arsenic calciner {low tunnel) rapidly disappearing. Huge concrete reinforced steel girder lies 
across one track. Manorial stone boundary marker on hedge to south. 

In state of vacant dereliction. Slow regeneration and colonization with good range of biodiversity 
developing. Land management absent since 1991 -no slgnage relating to clear ownership. Improved 
management would result in better protection from trail bikes/fly tipping etc. Potential as nature reserve 
possibly. Attention needed to degraded tracks. Development and remodelling of property at west 
boundary has destroyed areas of regenerating heath. Trial bikes have made new tracks through 
knotweed plot Grid Ref 718394. Slgnage regarding spread of Japanese knotweed essential. 
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Character Landscape reference guide 
Attribute 
Aesthetic and sensory Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and 

undisturbed, consider bird song, level of artificial noise, 
How is the landscape experienced? exposed, intimate, 
noisy (If so what Is the source what direction?) 
remote, rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, 
uncluttered, 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change 
through the seasons? 
What is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Supporting info Local knowledge 

Distinctive 
features 

Features which are not designated but are locally Important, 
could Include church tower, tree tunnels, distinctive tree(s) 
on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, 
telecommunication masts, the local stone for construction, 
building types 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts 
Features will have their own setting (the space around It 
to allow you to appreciate the feature) record an idea of 
tho> cr;oJp nf thP cPttinn whlrh wn11lrl hP imnnrt:>nt tn 

Supporting info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local 
knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, hilltop, 
and what makes the view Important 

Supporting Info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What feature.s stand out from completing 
the assessment sheet 

Photographs 

Relationship to the 
adjacent landscape 
character type(s) 

Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this 
character type distinctive, what are Its key characteristics 

Take representative photos of 
• the overall character of this landscape type 
• specific characteristics features of the landscape type 
• notable views and vistas. 

Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you were 
looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character Is the photograph 
lllustratlhg. 

There is likely to be an area of transition between this 
landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character 
cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how 
the landscape changes between this character type and the 
adjacent, and any important relationships I links. # 

~ 

.(!) . ·-
COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

Mostly calm & undisturbed. Some traffic noise from village below if wind from north or east. 
Good amount of btrdsong. 
Surroundings very rough and raw In places but softer in others where vegetation gaining a 

foothold. 
In places exposed and open but plenty of shelter as copses and thickets develop. 
Sheltered (relatively) from prevailing SW but open to north & east. 

Can be inhospitable and windswept in winter or in bad weather but is much used and appreciated 
by walkers/horse riders. 
Some light pollution from vil lage and from traffic descending Lanner Hill. 

Extensive network of miners tracks. Evidence of past mining - engine house/old walls/derelict 
sites/dressing floors etc. Numerous capped mine shafts. 
Tramway ralls and setts 
Electricity distribution station, associated radiating power lines and poles 
Calciner tunnel remains 

Good vantage point over village and Lanner Hill from Bell Lane track 
To earn Marth and Pennance Consols from west boundary wall 
Extensive views east and northeast over open countryside towards Truro & St Austell including 
much of mid Cornwall (wind farms) 

• Post industrial landscape - broken land 
• Large areas of re-colonising vegetation 
• Untidy, unmanaged surroundings 

See Appendix. 

To south and east abrupt (over hedge) change to pasture farmland. Track leading east changes 
quickly (a farm lies within 100 metres). 
To west boundary transitions more slowly into Chapel Hill area 20m 
To north meets Tresavean Farm and village settlement boundary via short stretch of level ground & 
football pitch - 30·50 metres. 
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LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING 

CHARACTER TYPE : Low level Farmland 

PARISH: Lanner 

Character 
Attribute 
Topography and 
drainage 

Supporting info 

Biodiversity 

Supporting info 

Land cover and 
Land Use 

Supporting info 
Field and 
woodland 
pattern 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

What is the shape of the land? - flat, 
shallow, steep, uniform, undulating, upland, 
ridge, plateau 
Is there any water present? - estuary, river, 
fast 

OS Map; Cornwall Council mapping; aerial photographs 

Does the area contain areas of 'semi natural 
habitat? 
(land which fs not highly modified - guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust) 
What elements of the character could 
support protected species (guidance from 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust 
CWT) 
Are there any hedges, what are they made of 
and do they support vegetation, if so describe 
the type of vegetation? Are there any wet areas? 
Are there any features which could support 

CWT notes and mapping, local knowledge, old photos, 
local guide books 

What is the vegetation cover? 
Woodland, scrub, heather, dunes, mudflats, 
grassland, moorland, farmland crops 
What is the land used for? 
Arable, pasture, industry, isolated farm 
buildings, isolated residential properties, 
plavlnq fleld, qolf course, sports 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Where is the woodland located? 
In sheltered areas, In hollows, open landscape, 
lower lying land In undulating landscape. Are the 
trees native? 
Is there ancient woodland? (existed continuously 
since 
1600 or before) 
What size are the fields - Small, medium, 
large, have hedges been removed and filed 
sizes Increased? 
What are the hedges made of? - Cornish hedge 
(stone) 
What Is the stone type? Hedgerow (no 
stone, all vegetation). Are they heavily 
managed or overgrown. 

OS Map; aerial photographs, CWT, agricultural/and 
classification 

DATE OF ASSESSMENT 
May 2017 
ASSESSOR: CB HB 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive information for each heading 

rnlll\.lrll 

Gently sloping from NW- SE f rom slopes of earn Marth (285m), to main settlement at Trevarth. Second 
small area of type sloping SE- NW south side of valley, Treviskey Farm, 
Stream from Sunrise Hill on earn Marth flows south across fields then SE via shute at Trevarth, under 
road & leat to Gwennap. 

Overgrown area along dismantled railway section (Redruth & Chasewater Railway). 
Hedges with mixed vegetation - hawthorn, hazel, blackthorn and some mature beech, oak, sycamore, holly, 
ash. 
Hedges along roads and around flelds support many wild flowers - cornflower, campion, foxglove, lungwort, 
primrose, garlic, bluebell, cow parsley etc. 
Small pond on private land. 

At Trevlskey Farm a 'green lane',sunken, overgrown and Impassable but still clearly visible between high 
earth banks bisects fields towards Menergwidden. A green corridor between higher and lower land. 

Crocosmla evident fn places & Japanese knotweed on private land (see map Appendix) 
Some bracken in hedoes. 

Grazing land- grass & also cut for silage, haylage, hay. Arable farmland crops - potatoes, maize, 
winter wheat and daffodils. 
Some isolated farm buildings and barns. Residential properties mainly in clusters along roads. Trevarth 
is an established settlement dating from medieval times. 

Arable at Menergwidden, so if levels appear to have been raised and hedges higher. 

Trees mainly In/alongside hedges, around boundaries and around buildings. 
Small copse on private land. 
Medium-small flelds bordered in main by hedges though a few now removed. 
Cornish hedges generally well managed with no buffers of vegetation either side. 
Granite stone supporting good mix of trees and vegetation. 

Treviskey Farm, fields have been ploughed after some years lying fa llow. Steep banks to sunken lane, 
Cornish hedges appear well managed, may be some removal to Increase field size but no access. 
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Character 
Attribute 
Building 
distribution 
(this looks at 
buildings within the 
character type, not 
the settlements 
themselves. The 
actual settlements 
are described In their 
own assessment 
sheet) 

Supporting Info 

Transport 
pattern :
highways and 
public rights of 
way (PROW) 

Supporting info 

Historic 
Features 

Supporting info 

Condition 

Supporting info 

Landscape reference guide 

How are the buildings distributed? 
Intermittent clusters, scattered, isolated 
Age and type of buildings and their relationship with 
the landscape are they 
Individual farm houses 1 buildings, clustered farm 
buildings, holiday accommodation, rural dwellings 
Have buildings been added, and is It possible to estimate 
when? 
What are the distinctive elements of the buildings? 
Construction stone, building style, window proportions, 
gate posts, front /rear gardens, nature of property 
boundaries 

OS Map; aerial photographs, Historic Environment map, 
old photographs 

What is the character of the roads? 
Are there extensive verges, pavements, characteristic 
tree tunnels? What is the road's class, A, B or minor? Are 
they straight, winding, with steep gradients? 

Describe the public rights of way - in good condition, 
well managed, overgrown, regularly used, eroded, 
waterlogged. Are there old/modern sti les and signage, and 
what Is the character and condition of these 

OS Map; aerial photographs, local knowledge 

Are there designated features in the landscape? 
monuments, burial sites. Features will have their own 
setting (the space around It to allow you to appreciate the 
feature) record an idea of the scale of the setting which 
would be important to retain. 

Historic Environment maps, aerial photograph, local guide 
books, local knowledge 

In what state/appearance are the characteristics of 
the area? Have areas /features become degraded 
Are there areas where improvements could be made 
to enhance the character of the area? 
How is the area managed? 
The management of the land will directly influence the 
value of the available habitat for wildlife. 

Local knowledge 

)a 
. '~·~ ........ , 
COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Intermittent clusters along roads in the main. 
Some farm conversion and development around West Trevarth House. Mainly rented or owner occupied. 
Some limited holiday accommodation. 
Recent addition of Carharrack Animal Feed Stores occupying some of West Trevarth Farm's original 
buildings with additional buildings now constructed - metal clad timber frame. 

Buildings mainly stone construction - classic miners cottages, many with extensions to front and back 
and some rendered block. 
Umited number of bungalows. 
Front gardens often used for parking, with rendered walls separating properties. 
Long back gardens- often used for garages/sheds In Trevarth Terrace. 

Trevlskey farmhouse lies within the flood plain type. 

Metalled roads - minor with vehicle width restrictions. 
Mainly straight roads with pavement only from Trevarth down to Lanner village. 
Trevarth - Trevince road metalled but in poor condition. 

A well used footpath from Trevarth to Pennance Terrace in Lanner through a green lane and fields. 
Well maintained with old granite step stiles. 

Treviskey - Sunken 'green lane', overgrown between steep earth banks, not well used. 

Two Trevarth terraces in World Heritage Site Area 
Dismantled railway (Red ruth & Chasewater) now overgrown but potential as part of Mineral Tramways 
cycleway. 
Disused mine workings 
Boundary stones (manorial stones) in hedges. 

Generally well maintained with rural farming activity - crops, cattle grazing. 
Land consistently managed and cropped with most trees/hedges retained where wildlife is supported. 
Hedge cutting at appropriate times for nesting birds etc. 
Small areas of wilder areas. 

Green Lane at Trevlskey needs attention, was obviously once a connecting route to Tresavean area. 
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Character 
Attribute 
Aesthetic and sensory 

Landscape reference guide 

Describe the level of tranquillity, calm and 
undisturbed, consider bird song, level of artificial noise, 
How is the landscape experienced? exposed, Intimate, 
noisy (if so what Is the source what direction?) 
remote, rugged, windswept, sheltered, enclosed, 
uncluttered, 
sculptural 
How will the experience of the area change 
t hrough the seasons? 
What Is the predominant wind direction? 
What is the level of light pollution at night? 

Supporting info Local knowledge 

Distinctive feature s Features which are not designated but are locally 
important, could include church tower, tree tunnels, 
distinctive tree(s) 
on a skyline, wind turbines, power lines, 
telecommunication masts, the local stone for construction, 
building types 
styles, stiles on footpaths, gate posts 
Features will have their own setting (the space around It 

Supporting info Historic Environment maps, local guide books, local 
knowledge 

Views Are there any important vantage points? 
Describe the nature of the vantage point, cliff path, 
hilltop, and what makes the view Important 

Supporting info OS Map; local guide books, local knowledge 

Key characteristics What features stand out from completing 
the assessment sheet 

Photographs 

Relationship to the 
adjacent landscape 
character type(s) 

Create a set of bullet points to highlight what makes this 
character type distinctive, what are Its key characteristics 

Take representative photos of 
• the overall character of this landscape type 
• specific characteristics features of the landscape type 
• notable views and vistas. 

Mark the photo location on a plan and which way you 
were looking when you took the photograph. 
Make a note of what element of character is the photograph 
illustrating. 

There Is likely to be an area of transition between this 
landscape character type and the adjacent one. Character 
cannot be tied to a line on a map. Make note here of how 
the landscape changes between this character type and 
the adjacent, and any important relationships 1 Jinks. # 

-~ .. iJ 
COUNCIL 

Your landscape description 
Record your descriptive Information for each heading 

Relatively calm and rural feel with bird song. 
Traffic noise from A393 through Lanner village when no wind or wind from south. 
With Carn Marth to NW and views to SE Trevarth has open feel with many panoramic views. 
Fairly consistent feel through seasons with winds mainly from SW. 

Some street lighting at Trevarth. Local opposition to further lighting. 
Rural feel cherished. 

Cornish hedges and variety of trees give 'green' feel to environment 
Openness is precious. 
Traditional building style evident 
Green Lanes and footpath 

Views give quality to this area - panoramic 
Northward to backdrop of earn Marth 
Southeast towards Falmouth with sweep of Gwen nap, Ponsanooth, towards Stlthlans 

• Open aspects 
• Small clusters of residential properties 
• Well maintained fields, hedgerows, quiet roads contribute to rural feel 

See Appendix 

Increased ribbon residential development along Pennance Road of mainly more modern 
houses/bungalows to west- 250m 
Steeper slope up to earn Marth - north 
Slope descends to flood plain at Treviskey gradually 
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